this topic, see Homer 1964; Stuckey 1984; Harlan 1986; Kemp 1992) . The Impressionists, and to an even greater extent the Post-Impressionists, read scientific writings on vision by Chevreul (1839 Chevreul ( /1967 , Helmholtz (1881) , Littre¨(1860) , and Rood (1879) .
Vision at a glance
Works by the Impressionists, however, did not capture a single impression, at least not the impression available from a single glance. Instead, the surface of their paintings presents an overall haziness that expands uniformly throughout the canvas. As Helmholtz noted, however,``the image which we receive by the eye is like a picture, minutely and elaborately finished in the centre, but only roughly sketched in at the borders'' (1881, page 189). Highest visual acuity and color vision are limited to the center of fixation that corresponds to``an angular magnitude which can be covered by the nail of one's forefinger when the hand is stretched out as far as possible'' (Helmholtz 1881, page 189) .
Differences between central and peripheral vision had been described by others before Helmholtz, including Ptolemy (150) , Castelli (1639), Berkeley (1709), Harris (1775), and Wells (1792) (see Wade 1998) . The ability to perceive this phenomenon requires exceptional awareness and practice, since the eye moves, on average, several times per second. The saccade, or rapid movement of the eye, was brought to wider attention by Javal in 1878, and divulged to artists as soon as 1881 by Gue¨roult through the influential Gazette des Beaux-Arts.
From the mid-nineteenth century onward, Realism and Naturalism in painting attributed objective validity to the spontaneous perception of nature, which was therefore represented un-idealized, with photographic precision, clearly illustrating the popular intuition that the visual field is uniformly detailed and colorful in its entirety. Instead, in order to truly capture the visual experience of an impression öthe vision of an instantöan artistic work should contain only one single focus area in detail surrounded by peripheral areas of progressively greater blur. We claim that Italian sculptor Medardo Rosso (1858^1928) was the first to represent the difference between central and peripheral vision.
Rosso's viewpoint
Critics credited Rosso, along with Rodin (1840^1917), as the creator of Impressionist sculpture, yet he was not part of the Impressionist circle. This mislabeling came about because he called his sculptures`impressions'. Indeed, he pursued a unique vision that makes him hard to categorize: he exhibited with the Impressionists (1904, Salon d'Automne, Paris), the Pre-Raphaelites (1896, Goupil's, London), and with the Vienna Secession (1903), among others. Rosso was so influential on the Futurist movement that in the``Futurist Sculpture Manifesto' ' (1912) , which rejects all previous artistic achievements, Boccioni recognized him as the only true predecessor of the new art.
Rosso's artistic aim was to capture the emotional impact of a single impression in an instant of time, to``reproduce an impression ... seen in the fraction of a second''. His work, he claimed, could``be summarized in the words of the poet: a moment's monument'' (Beaugeard 1906) . His concept of the moment, however, was a subjective and psychological one implying duration, far from the static images of Marey's chronophotography or Muybridge's photographic stoppages of a subject in motion. With the inclusion of a perception unfolding in time, Rosso aimed to recreate, in the eyes of the beholder, the moment when the image suddenly``breaks upon us, as it were, as a surprise'' (Rosso 1907, page 68) .
Unusually for a sculptor, whose work typically exploits the possibilities offered by three dimensions, Rosso wanted his work to be seen from only a single viewpoint. According to Rosso,``one does not walk around a statue, as one would not walk around a painting, because you do not need to turn around a shape to gain an impression of it'' (Claris 1902, page 55 ). Rosso may be considered an early proponent of a viewpoint theory of recognition, as opposed to his friend and rival Rodin, who sought to represent the volume by re-iteratively sculpting each contour as he went around. Rosso dismissed conventional sculpture in the round as``press-papier'' [paper weight] (Cazzamini Mussi 1932, page 150),``sta fermo che te copi'' [stay still so I can copy you] (Rosso 1926) , and sculpture``per il toccare della mano, per i ciechi'' [for the hand's touch, for the blind] (Rosso 1921) .
In practice, Rosso had limited control over the viewpoint from which his sculptures could be seen. To deal with this problem, he often dictated to his potential clients where they should stand to look at the sculpture in the best viewing conditions. His friend Jean Rictus described the wearisome ritual of Rosso in his studio, preparing the setting to present his work:``he turns the guy's nose to the wall, telling him to stay in that penitent posture until he says to him to turn back around ... . He opens a door latch, plunges in the chest, pulls out from it a morsel of green or black cotton accordingly, sets it out, drapes it on a wooden chest, or a stool, then quickly runs to the window, sets the atelier curtains in motion for illumination, for lighting ... . Finally after a half hour of entreaties and injunctions, Rosso ... declares:`And now look!' '' (Rictus 1889, in Lista 1994, pages 152^153) .
In the same way, he also relied on carefully staged and purposely unfocused photographs to control the viewing and lighting conditions. Yet Rosso thought that`p hotography as an invention is a great thing, but for the act of seeing it is the worst evil'', and declared to``have never met anyone more legally an assassin than a photographer' ' (1927 , in De Sanna 1985 . For Rosso, documentary photography, like perfect sculpture in the round, was a lie; while his sculptures and his photographs captured the truth of the fleeting moment. He insisted that only his photographs of his sculptures were published, to render the effect he desired to convey. He purposefully ignored the fact that they were not suitable for publication since they did not look like sculptures, and the subject was often unrecognizable.
4``The focus of the eye''
We would like to utilize Rosso's own photographs to argue that his sculptures make use of the differences between central and peripheral vision. These photographs powerfully accentuate the intended visual effect of peripheral blurriness by further smudging the image at the edges. Rosso wrote:``I try to render with truth and efficacy only that which impresses me from realityöthat which the focus of the eye sees and my heart feels in a specific moment'' (M. 1887, page 158, italics added for emphasis). A quote transcribed by the French critic Vauxcelles shows Rosso's interest in optics and the physiology of the eye:``My work must be looked at like a painting, from optical distance, where it recomposes itself with the collaboration of your retina'' (Vauxcelles 1929, page 331) . He noted that``it is a fact that man's eye, at one and the same time, can behold only one aspect, can take in but one single phase of a thing. My own works of art give but a single picture, a single impression ötherein lies their naturalness. If I gave more, I would caricature nature'' (Carew 1904 ). Rosso's knowledge of perceptual acuity was experienced through his visual practice, and his intuition was based on``the first moment of looking spontaneously at any object in nature ... the broadening of the thing before our eyes ... an effect that changes after the first moment'' (Rosso 1907, page 69 ).
Rosso's sculptures present a specific area in which the image is well defined and the subject is recognizable. Outside this figurative center, the image blurs progressively and the subject is no longer identifiable. The edges of the image, farthest away from the figurative center, are nothing more than lumps of matter to reflect the light, melding in the air that surrounds them. Rosso's detractors referred to this effect, in describing one of his sculptures as``a shapeless mass of wax, to which chance has given the resemblance to a human head'' (from an article in Rosso's scrapbook, undated). Another critic said:`j ust let a candle melt to have a wax sculpture by Rosso'' (Bardi 1920, page 9) . One interesting exception is a 1963 monograph on Rosso, in which Scolari Barr, discussing the sculpture Impression in an Omnibus (1883/1884), noted:``Rosso had an acute awareness of peripheral vision and used it here with acumen' ' (1963, page 25) . This interpretation, however, was never developed further by scholars nor applied more generally as an explanation for Rosso's unusual technique.
Rosso himself believed that``art is an emotional language, and mathematical exactness does not help in the expression of our emotions'' (Rosso 1907 , page 69). He was not interested in proposing a scientific model of visual acuity; yet his works can be viewed, qualitatively, as hypotheses of visual perception in a single moment. How do Rosso's intuitive impressions compare with what we now know about perception in a single glance?
Visual evidence
On the basis of the distance of the artist from his subject, we divided Rosso's sculptures into three categories: faces, busts, and complete figures. In fact, the relative size of the clear region of view depends on the distance of the viewer from the observed object: the further away the observer is from a person, the larger the area of their body that will be encompassed in central vision. Of course, at the extreme, a very distant object will appear blurry, a fact acknowledged by visual artists for some time (Gombrich 1960) . One work from each category is shown in figures 1^3. These sculptures were chosen as examples because Rosso considered them among his most successful in conveying his aesthetic ideas (Carra© 1943, page 722) . In this analysis we are using photographs made by, or personally directed by, the artist, by special permission of the Rosso Museum (Barzio, Italy). We have superimposed a circle on the photographs shown here, which encompasses the most sharply defined area. Rosso's portraits of faces include just the heads and the necks, because the artist observed his subjects from very close, therefore only these parts of their body were in his parafoveal, or central, visual field. When looking at a face, the viewer tends to observe mainly one eye, the area between the eyes or the area between the nose and the mouth (Yarbus 1967) . In the sculpture Ecce Puer (1906, figure 1 ), the center of observation revolves around the nose and mouth. These two features are the most prominent ones; they are in higher relief than the rest of the face and, by casting a noticeable shadow, they are underlined by contrast. It is also interesting to note in this work the presence of vertical lines scratched into the surface of the sculpture. What do these lines signify? It is believed that Rosso made this sculpture after seeing a boy peeking from behind curtains (Scolari Barr 1963, page 58) . This suggests that Rosso was seeking to faithfully reproduce the fact that there was something in his peripheral vision, even when it was not central to the object: and, in fact, curtains seen in the periphery would lose their higher-frequency details, and could appear like a series of vertical stripes. Rosso also included peripheral details in other sculptures.
Describing his sculpture of a child nursing, Enfant au Sein, he noted that``there are also present the hands, because they entered into the impression of the eye in that moment'' (Rosso 1890; in Caramel and Mola 1979, pages 102^103) . A similar focus on the nose and mouth was used in the sculptures Child in the Sun (1892, figure 4b ) and Baby Chewing Bread (1892, not shown). Interestingly, Rosso's photographs are strikingly similar to modern simulations of a face viewed from about 60 cm (see figure 4 ; Trevor-Roper 1970; Miall and Tchalenko 2001; Santella and DeCarlo 2002) . In the busts Lady with the Veil (1893, figure 2), Mme Noblet (1897/1898, not shown), and Portrait of Rouart (1889/1890, not shown), Rosso included in the representation also the torso of the subjects, thus indicating that he was distant enough from them to be able to encompass a wider area in a single glance. In Lady with the Veil, the lighting accentuates the shadow on one side of the face, with a focus on the nose and chin, while the other features merge into the lines of the hat and the surrounding atmosphere.
The analysis of the last three sculptures from Rosso's favorites list includes Reading Man (1894, figure 3) , Bookmaker (1894, not shown), and Sick Man at the Hospital (1889, not shown). In these three works, the artist represents male figures in their entirety because he was far enough away to see the whole body. One can notice a difference in acuity between the area marked by the circle and the rest, but the overall definition of detail is inferior to the examples of busts and faces given above, as a certain general blurriness is due to the increased distance of the observer from the subject. We suggest that this effect results from the artist's desire to reproduce his visual experience. Rosso tried to faithfully retain in his memory all of the imperfections of the momentary vision that our brain normally rectifies without our noticing.``The disproportions that others correct'', Rosso declared,``these are not flaws, they are produced by our emotions, which are true'' (Sarfatti 1925 , in Moure 1997 ). Rosso's photographs are more expressive than modern more`objective' ones (figures 1b, 2b, and 3b), and are more faithful to his visual memories. We propose a comparison by placing them side-by-side, in order to let the reader evaluate to what extent this is true.
Conclusions
We suggest that Rosso's innovative use of photography and sculpture was the first of its kind, and reflects a popularized understanding of optics and the physiology of the eye. Unlike other sculptor-photographers, such as his friend Degas, he did not use photography to produce a visual record of a model lighted and framed in the desired way, to be utilized as a preparatory`sketch' for a painting or sculpture. On the contrary, Rosso used photography as the finishing tool of his artistic process. Sculptures are typically patined after being cast to add a chromatic element, to enhance specific details, and to disguise imperfections. In an analogous way, Rosso used photography. It helped him reduce peripheral detail and, paradoxically, to correct the single defect of all of his sculptures: materiality. Because each sculpture is necessarily material, there is a boundary between the sculpture and its context, and this was in contradiction to Rosso's perception of objects and backgrounds blurring together in the periphery.
We hope that our hypothesis on the role of central and peripheral vision provides a more profound understanding of the artist's oeuvre. Some critics have accused Rosso's work as being difficult for the viewer, as its``lack of clarity'' does not conform to expectations on the appearance of figurative sculpture (Meier-Graefe 1904 /1908 . Instead, we suggest that it is precisely this feature of Rosso's sculptures that clearly illustrates the visual experience of a moment, which is the actual subject represented.
